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Abstract The primary goal of information security is to ensure the confidentiality,
integrity, authenticity, and availability of information. Availability is often relegated
to a discussion of denial of service attacks on network resources. Another form
of denying availability is to prevent communication through the use of traditional
jamming techniques. At the United States Air Force Academy Center for Informa-
tion Security, we have been working on a new algorithm, BBC, which is based on
a new type of coding theory known as concurrent codes that is resistant to tradi-
tional jamming techniques. While the formal definition and proofs of concurrent
codes can be daunting, the algorithm’s effectiveness can be easily conveyed and
appreciated through visual demonstration. This paper briefly introduces concurrent
codes and describes an interactive applet that visually demonstrates the algorithm’s
effectiveness in a noisy environment.

1 Introduction

Traditional omni-directional techniques for jam resistance all assume that the sender
and receiver share a secret key that is unknown to the attacker (Milstein, 1998).
They use spread spectrum communication methods, where there is a sequence of
frequency hops, or a sequence of chips, or a sequence of pulses, which are all unpre-
dictable to the attacker (Kanterakis, 1994; Bergstrom and Chuprun, 1998; Bergel
et al., 2003). It is this unpredictability that provides resistance to jamming. Shared
secret approaches do not scale well in an environment with vast numbers of partic-
ipants, such as a net-centric warfare environment. It is not practical to manage the
distribution and secure access while maintaining the confidentiality of a shared key
with thousands of users.
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To address the problem of providing jam-resistant communication without a
shared secret, researchers at the United States Air Force Academy have developed a
new message coding scheme described briefly below. The approach allows multiple
messages to be simultaneously broadcast and correctly decoded in the presence of
additional traffic and/or random noise whether intentional or not. The challenge is to
provide an understanding of its effectiveness in a noisy/hostile environment without
resorting to complex equations or theorem proofs. To provide this understanding,
a visualization was developed that demonstrates the algorithm and its effectiveness
even under heavy intentional “jamming” by the user. This visualization is described
along with our experience in how well it demonstrates the concepts.

2 Related Work

Intentional jamming is an attempt to disrupt communications by lowering the signal
to noise ratio for the legitimate communicators. The attacker sends (possibly ran-
dom) noise at the same frequency as the legitimate signal. With spread spectrum
technology, it is much more difficult to cover all frequencies being used to commu-
nicate. To jam a legitimate signal, the attacker must use far more energy than the
legitimate sender.

This approach, which uses a shared secret, works well on a small scale. If a
small group of people need to communicate by radio, then they can share a secret
key beforehand. However, it breaks down completely on a large scale. For example,
civilian GPS signals have no jam resistance. This is unfortunate, because the FAA
has stated that the commercial airline industry will become increasingly reliant on
civilian GPS for all of its navigational aids. If a terrorist jams the signal at a major
airport, it could cause serious problems.

Another example is the civilian cell phone system. It is currently possible to buy
a small cell phone jammer on the internet (http://www.globalcadgetuk.com 2007).
The cell phone system has no resistance to jamming whatsoever, because it would
be unthinkable to have every subscriber share a single shared secret (which wouldn’t
remain secret for long), or to give every subscriber a different secret key, and then
have all the millions of keys loaded into every cell phone tower, and have it listen
on millions of channels simultaneously.

Another example is the fact that the Air Force has stated that the future of warfare
is net-centric warfare (Raduege, 2007). This means that every vehicle and device in
theater will be a node in a wireless, ad hoc internet. If the Air Force plans to rely
heavily on this network, then it is critical that it be resistant to jamming. However,
a jam resistance system based on a shared key will not scale up. It is not practical
to create a single shared key, and to distribute it to every person, vehicle, radio,
and device that will be deployed to the theater, and to assume it will remain secret.
This scaling problem is why the common access card (CAC) is based on public
key cryptography rather than on symmetric cryptography that uses a shared secret.
Just as the 1970s saw the invention of public key crypto, which scaled better than
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symmetric crypto, so we currently have a critical need for the equivalent for jam
resistance (Diffie and Hellman, 1976).

2.1 BBC and Concurrent Codes

The first system ever proposed for this problem is the BBC algorithm. It allows jam
resistance without a shared secret. Many radios can broadcast messages simulta-
neously, and the receiver will receive all of the messages without error. It can be
built on top of any of the three most common forms of spread spectrum: frequency
hopping, direct sequence, or pulse-based Ultra Wide Band.

The BBC algorithm is based on a new field of coding theory, concurrent codes.
These are a subset of superimposed codes, and are very different from traditional
error detecting or error correcting codes. A number of theorems have been proven
about these codes, and about the BBC algorithm and other algorithms based on these
codes. This math can be fairly complex, which is why some form of visualization is
useful for describing it to a less technical audience of decision-makers.

The BBC algorithm works as follows. First, there must be a way to send an
indelible mark at chosen locations. If BBC is run on a pulse-based UWB system,
then the indelible mark is a short pulse of very high power RF noise that spans
a large spectrum of frequencies. The location of the mark is the exact time of the
pulse. There is no information encoded in the random noise of the pulse itself. All of
the useful information is encoded in the exact timing of the pulse. Because the pulse
is very short, very random, and very powerful, it is not possible, in any practical
sense, for an attacker to erase a pulse, in the way a sine wave is erased by destructive
interference when an identical wave is sent exactly out of phase with it. Therefore,
an attacker can only create new pulses, not erase existing pulses.

In pulse-based BBC, the message is sent by appending several zeros which act as
checksum bits to a binary message, hashing each possible prefix of the message, and
sending one pulse for each prefix at a location determined by the hash. For example,
to send the message 1011, it would first append zeros to get 1011000, then it would
take each prefix of the message {1, 10, 101, 1011, 10110, 101100, 1011000}, then
it would send seven pulses, where the exact time of each pulse is determined by a
hash of each of those seven prefixes as shown graphically in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Encoding messages as pulses in time
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Fig. 2 Binary decoding tree

The receiver decodes the message by first checking whether there are pulses at
the locations determined by the hash of 0 and the hash of 1. If there is a pulse at
time H(1) but none at H(0), then it knows there could be messages starting with 1,
but no messages starting with 0. It then checks for pulses at time H(10) and H(11) to
find the second bit of the message. It will end up following an entire tree of possible
decodings, which ultimately yields all the messages that were sent simultaneously.

Figure 2 is another example using a simple binary decoding tree. Black nodes
represent the presence of a pulse, white nodes indicate the pulse was not present.
The first level of the tree shows that there was a pulse at the H(0) location (left
child) but no pulse at H(1) (right child). That means that all messages sent began
with a value of 0 and no further investigation of the 1 branch of the tree is necessary.
The next level of the tree shows the existence of pulses at both the H(00) and H(01).
Since both branches may be legitimate, the decoding algorithm continues along both
paths until either a given pulse is absent, or the end of the message is reached. At
the end of this decoding tree, three messages remained as shown.

A full understanding of the encoding and decoding of BBC, and all the properties
of it, are not easily grasped from just the English description. To truly comprehend
it, there needs to be an appropriate demonstration to allow a person to experiment
with the algorithm and see the results. Further information on the algorithm and its
properties can be found at Baird et al. (2007).

2.2 BBC Implementations

The BBC algorithm can be implemented on a software radio using any of the three
main types of spread spectrum. This is how it would most likely be used in practice.
However, since humans cannot directly perceive radio signals, doing so does not
give much insight into the algorithm.

A slightly better approach is to implement it with sound waves instead of radio
waves. Such a system allows the audience to hear the pulses, and demonstrates how
two messages can be sent simultaneously without interference. But it still doesn’t
give much insight into how the system works internally.

Perhaps the best demonstration is a visual one. Instead of using radio frequency
pulses for each mark, the marks can be represented as black pixels in a white image.
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This allows the user to actually see the encoding. The decoding tree can also be
shown visually, so that the user understands the amount of computation being per-
formed. It can also allow interactive use by the user, where the user draws additional
noise on the picture in an attempt to jam it. This gives insight into the robustness of
the system. For these reasons, the visual approach appears to be the most useful for
gaining an understanding of the system.

3 Technical Approach

While concurrent codes offer many advantages to traditional approaches for jam
resistant communications, these benefits are not always readily understood by
decision-makers and possible project funders. The basic algorithm for encoding
and decoding can be quickly explained, but the resiliency to additional noise in the
system is difficult to appreciate based solely on the mathematical analysis. This is
especially true for a less technical audience, such as some higher level management
and fiscal managers.

The obvious approach to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm is to
simply have two communication devices talking using the algorithm and show that
they can continue to operate, even under noisy conditions. Unfortunately, having
two software radios, or computers, communicate is not a very impressive demon-
stration. As discussed previously, the algorithm is “hidden” in the software, and the
noise level is hard, if not impossible, to judge. The user simply sees messages being
sent and received correctly. Even if additional information about noise levels, such
as some visual presentation of frequencies, is presented, the user has a difficult time
understanding the significance of what they are seeing.

To address this challenge in communicating the effectiveness of the BBC algo-
rithm, the ACIS research group developed a demonstration that would be mean-
ingful and understandable to a less technical audience. The goal was for viewers
to easily understand how resistant to noise the algorithm was, and to be able to
appreciate some of the more subtle characteristics of the algorithm, such as how the
computational costs grow with noise.

3.1 An Audio Solution

The first attempt at developing an understandable demonstration of the BBC algo-
rithm was to use sound pulses as the communication medium. Three laptop com-
puters were set up close to each other with two sending messages while the other
received them. To send a message, the desired message was encoded as a series of
high-pitched “beeps” set in time based on the hash of the message prefix. At approx-
imately the same time, each sending computer would start sending their encoded
messages simultaneously as audio beeps transmitted through the laptop speaker.
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The receiving laptop would be “listening” for beeps through the attached micro-
phone. Each beep received would be recorded. After recording long enough to
receive all of the beeps, the receiver would decode the received messages using
the BBC algorithm interpreting each beep as a received bit that may or may not be
in the final message and display the results.

This demonstration was successful in demonstrating how two senders could
simultaneously send messages that could be correctly decoded by a receiver. It also
made the concept of “noise” easy to understand, since in addition to the two senders
simultaneously beeping, the receiver was also recording any background noise such
as people talking, equipment noise, etc. Another advantage of this demonstration
is that it shows the algorithm’s robustness to inexact timing. The two senders did
not start at exactly the same moment in time, and the timing calculations for when
to send beeps vs. when beeps were received are slightly inexact for the three lap-
tops. However, the receiver is able to correctly decode messages in spite of these
variations.

While a powerful and useful demonstration, a disadvantage of the audio version
is that it still does not give the viewer a clear understanding of the amount of noise
in the system and exactly how resilient the algorithm is. It is easy to understand
that there is additional noise, but not the amount or the effect of the noise to com-
putation cost. To achieve this understanding, the group set out to develop a visual
demonstration. The goal was to have a demonstration that was easy to understand,
visually meaningful, and interactive.

3.2 A Visual Representation

The first step in developing a visual demonstration was to come up with a mean-
ingful representation for encoded messages that was visually compact and under-
standable. The description of the algorithm often uses the specific implementation
of pulses on a timeline as an easy to understand way of encoding messages. Pulses
represent bits that can be turned on, but not off. The user can envision this as a linear
timeline with pulses at set points in time as was shown in Fig. 1. Multiple messages
are encoded by adding pulses at the appropriate point in time. Noise is represented
as pulses that are not part of the encoded messages. The number of pulses, and thus
density of the timeline, represents how noisy the message space is.

A variation of this visual analogy was used for the visual demonstration. The
linear timeline is “wrapped around” as successive rows of a bit map. Rather than
pulses represented as visual “spikes”, a single dot on the bit map represents the
presence of a pulse at that point in time. Bits can be turned on as additional messages
and noise are added to the system, but bits can not be turned off. Using this analogy,
the visual denseness of the bit map image represents how noisy the message space
is (see Fig. 3).

In addition to the compactness, simplicity, and understandability of this repre-
sentation, there is another advantage to using the bit map approach. Adding noise
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Fig. 3 Bit map representation
of bits in message space

Fig. 4 Initial screen shot of
the BBCVis applet

to the system is equivalent to turning on random bits in the bit map. Familiar paint
tools (pencil, spray can, and solid rectangle) can provide this capability to the user
without needing lengthy explanation.

Along with representing the message space, it was desirable to show how much
computation was required to decode the message(s), and the impact of multiple mes-
sages and noise in the system. A binary decoding tree as described earlier was used
for this purpose. The number of tree nodes represents how much computation is nec-
essary to decode the message(s). As additional messages and noise are added to the
message space, the size of the tree grows, both for actual messages as well as false
paths. A sense of the relative amount of computation can be quickly gleaned from
the visual density of the tree representation. For example, visually comparing the
decoding trees in Figs. 5–8 shows the increased amount of computation necessary
as the amount of noise is increased.

The bit map message space representation and binary tree computation metaphor
are combined in BBCVis, an interactive applet for experimenting with and under-
standing concurrent codes. Figure 4 shows the initial layout for the applet. Messages
are entered into the message box and encoded into the bit image. Decoded message
are displayed below along with the associated decoding binary tree on the right.
Figure 5 shows the applet after four messages have been entered. The density of
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Fig. 5 Four encoded mes-
sages

the bit map image is updated as images are encoded, and represent less than 1% in
the example shown. The decoding tree shows that very few additional nodes were
searched beyond the actual messages (nodes resulting in terminated branches are
shown as hollow circles). The four paths surviving to the bottom of the tree represent
the four messages that were decoded. The dotted line on the decoding tree panel rep-
resents the start of the checksum bits which were appended to each message before
encoding.

Figure 6 shows the effect of “adding random noise” to the system. Random bit
locations are set along with the original bits for the encoded messages. This is anal-
ogous to noise added to the received signal, either intentionally or not. As a result
of this additional noise, the decoding tree has grown to account for the additional
nodes that needed to be searched to find the final decoded messages. An indication
of the robustness of the algorithm is that a significant increase in the bit density of
the message space (over 50 times the number of bits) has resulted in only a modest
increase in the number of binary tree nodes, about a 25% increase in the number of
nodes to search. This is easy to quickly see by the change in the size of the displayed
tree. In addition, the four original messages are correctly recovered.

In addition to random noise, the applet allows for intentional noise set at specific
locations using the drawing tools. This is analog to an attacker using directed attacks
against specific areas of the message space. Figure 7 shows the results of using these
tools including large areas that were “blacked out”.

Figure 8 shows how the algorithm behaves under extreme noise conditions. With
almost 50% density in the message space (half of the bit image covered), the number
of nodes in the decoding tree, and thus computation time, has grown significantly.
The original four messages are still recovered, but additional “hallucinations” or
false messages are also decoded. One way of removing the hallucinations is to
use additional checksum bits when encoding the messages. Figure 9 shows what
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Fig. 6 Encoded messages
with random noise added to
message space

Fig. 7 Encoded messages
with both random and directed
noise

happens at 100% noise level (completely black image). The tree shows the expected
exponential growth (for practical purposes, the algorithm ceases building the tree
after a predefined number of maximum nodes at any level occurs).

In an effort to make the visualization as dynamic and informative as possible, we
have made the decoding portion of the visualization occur in real-time as messages
are entered, or noise is added to the bit image. This allows the user to immedi-
ately see the impact on computation as the message space is changed. Perhaps the
most dramatic effect occurs when drawing a solid rectangle. The tree grows and
shrinks as the rectangle is resized dynamically showing the sensitivity of the com-
putation to the amount of noise in the system. Figure 10 shows two screen shots
while dynamically increasing the size of a black square.
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Fig. 8 Hallucinations occur-
ring from excessive noise

Fig. 9 Maximum noise density

4 Future Work

Concurrent codes and the BBC algorithm are gaining recognition as a viable alterna-
tive to traditional communication techniques for certain applications. One approach
that is being investigated is a hybrid approach of using BBC for initial handshak-
ing and key exchange followed by traditional spread spectrum techniques once a
connection has been established. We are also conducting research and performing
analysis on different attacks an adversary might attempt against the technique.
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Fig. 10 Decoding tree dynamically changing while adding noise

In addition to the communication application of concurrent codes, other applica-
tions are being investigated such as rapid text retrieval for search engines. In theory,
a concurrent code approach could speed up Google searches. Another potentially
huge area would be the use of concurrent codes for RFID tags. Because large num-
bers of messages can be simultaneously transmitted and decoded, a shelf of tagged
items in a warehouse can theoretically all send their information at the same time
and be correctly decoded for inventory purposes.

The BBCVis applet has proven effective for communicating the algorithm. As
new applications for concurrent codes are developed, ways of modifying or expand-
ing the visualization will be investigated to incorporate the new approaches. BBCVis
is part of a larger suite of visualization applications for security education at the Air
Force Academy.

5 Conclusions

The BBCVis applet has been demonstrated to several individuals at different levels
of familiarity with the algorithm. The concept of a message encoded as bits in the
image and decoded seems to be quickly grasped. The use of the drawing tools to
add noise is also quickly understood. The significance of the tree is less intuitive
without explanation. However, the concept that the number of tree nodes and visual
density relates to the amount of computation time is rapidly appreciated.

In addition to the basic understanding, several viewers expressed similar reac-
tions to interacting with the tool. For example, many are surprised at how much
noise can be added without significantly affecting the amount of computation or cor-
rupting the decoded messages. Similarly, many noted how the sensitivity increases
dramatically at key noise densities, such as 50%. Figure 11 shows a chart of the
number of nodes in the decoding tree as a function of percent of coverage in
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Fig. 11 Chart of decoding nodes to message/noise density

the signal space. These results, which were obtained experimentally, match the
theoretical model and illustrate the sharp increase that occurs at the 50% point.

In summary, the BBCVis applet is effective in describing the concurrent code
algorithm and characteristics. Users are able to quickly understand the visual
metaphors and effectively interact with the applet to experiment with and understand
the underlying algorithm.

This work was sponsored in part by the Air Force Information Operations Cen-
ter (AFIOC), Lackland AFB, TX, and was performed at the Academy Center for
Information Security (ACIS) at the United States Air Force Academy.
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